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What is ORCID?
•ORCID is an open, not-for-profit organization 
run by and for the research community

•We provide researchers with a unique 
identifier, an ORCID iD, that reliably and clearly 
connects them with their research 
contributions, affiliations, funding & facilities

•We provide open tools (APIs) that enable 
transparent connections between researchers, 
and identifiers for their activities & 
contributions.



OUR COMMUNITY

https://orcid.org/statistics

• 1100+ members from 40+ countries
• 23 consortia
• +900 system integrations: all research sectors
• Over 9M iDs connected to
○ 10M+ affiliations
○ 60M+ works
○ 22M+ unique DOIs



Enter once, reuse often
Instead of manually typing iDs, authentication allows your 
institution to:
●  optimize the processes
● respect user privacy and consent 
● avoiding manual entry and typos



ORCID APIs
➔ Sandbox (Testing) 

https://orcid.org/content/register-client-application-sandbox

➔ Production (Live Registry)
https://orcid.org/content/register-client-application-production-trusted-party

Public API
Freely available

Member API - Basic
Basic membership

Member API - 
Premium
Premium & 
Consortium 
membership

•Authenticate: Get a user’s authenticated ORCID iD
•Read (Public): Search/retrieve public data
•Create: Facilitate creation of new ORCID records (via 
on-demand process)

•Read (Limited): Search/retrieve limited-access data
•Add: Post new items to a record
•Update: Edit or delete items you previously added 

•Webhooks: Receive notifications of updates
•Monthly reports (including email stats)
•Access to monthly public data file

https://members.orcid.org/api
https://orcid.org/about/membership/comparison

https://orcid.org/content/register-client-application-sandbox
https://orcid.org/content/register-client-application-production-trusted-party
https://support.orcid.org/hc/en-us/articles/360006897174-Register-a-public-API-client-application
https://members.orcid.org/api
https://orcid.org/about/membership/comparison


Affiliations in the Registry



POLL



“An ORCID SP is any organization that provides a 
product—free or paid—that includes functionality 

that can authenticate ORCID iDs and update ORCID 
records”

Service Providers Certification

Certified organizations:
● Altum
● DataCite
● Crossref
● Haplo 

https://orcid.org/blog/2020/06/18/announcing-orcid%E2%80%99s-new-service-provider-certification-program

https://www.altum.com/
https://datacite.org/
https://www.crossref.org/
https://www.haplo.com/repository
https://orcid.org/blog/2020/06/18/announcing-orcid%E2%80%99s-new-service-provider-certification-program


Source https://orcid.org/0000-0001-8512-9281

https://orcid.org/0000-0001-8512-9281


Find out more at https://members.orcid.org
Email g.mejias@orcid.org
Twitter @gabioshka / @ORCID_Org 

THANK YOU!
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Agenda

1. Introduction

2. The Israeli CRIS project

3. Overcoming language barriers using 

ORCID

4. The HR system as the most suitable 

host for ORCID interfaces and data

5. Different methods of implementation

6. Q & (Hopefully) A 



Introduction - Context

• Dror

• Inter-University Computation Centre

• The academia in Israel

– Israel is 2nd in the world for innovation out 

of 138 economies

– 3rd for quality of research institutions

– 1st for research talent in business

– 25% of FDA-approved drugs developed by 

Israelis



Introduction – Languages in Israel

Dror Berger / CC BY (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0)



The Israeli CRIS project - Objectives

– Combining data from the 9 Israeli 

universities and…

– Creating a single database and public 

portal for all Israeli research, to 

promote cooperation and knowledge 

dissemination

– Enabling uniform benchmarking

– Making the budgeting process, based 

on research outputs, transparent



The Israeli CRIS project - Research funding

In order to receive funding from the PBC, 

publications must be:

• Published in academic journals

• Peer reviewed

• Written in English, Hebrew or Arabic



The Israeli CRIS project - Requirements

– All universities use the same system, 

each using their own independent CRIS 

instance

– An aggregated environment will collect 

data from all instances 

– Academic publications in Hebrew & 

Arabic included

– Academic outputs will be correctly 

assigned to organizational units



The Israeli CRIS project - challenges

– All examined systems automatically 

harvest data from databases such as 

Scopus and Web of Science, which 

mostly include publications in Roman 

alphabet.

– Matching algorithms are largely based 

on researchers’ names

– Many names in Hebrew & Arabic have 

variations due to vowel representation



The Israeli CRIS project - Hebrew & Arabic

Wikimedia - Danny-w / CC BY (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0)



ORCID - The obvious answer

• "ORCID iD is the most widely used 

identification mechanism for researchers to 

assert online identity, eclipsing national 

identifiers and publisher author identifiers. In 

the Higher Education and Government 

sectors, ORCID has become a de facto 

standard." (Findings from the 2018 OECD 

International Survey of Scientific Authors)

• "For researchers, the ORCID identifier is 

becoming a widespread, de facto standard 

within the RIM ecosystem" (OCLC)



ORCID - Interoperability



ORCID in Israeli publications databases

A nation-wide effort, lead by the libraries, to 

register ORCID IDs in authority files, linked 

to publication indexes



ORCID in



ORCID in CRIS

• The comprehensive tender was 

awarded to Elsevier’s Pure

• Pure now uses ORCID as a unique 

identifier for the researchers both in the 

individual instances and in the 

aggregated environment 

• ORCID is used in Pure to find and 

retrieve research outputs



Interfaces with ORCID

• The main goal of the interface is the approval of the 

university as a trusted institution by the researcher, 

enabling reading and writing of relevant data.

• Permissions in ORCID are:

– Granular, enabling an item level control

– Can be modified or revoked at any time

• Written data can be, for example:

– Employment affiliation (most common) for correctly affiliating 

a researcher with the university

• Read data can be, for example:

– ORCID number (most common) for correctly assigning a 

researcher with its ID.



ORCID data characteristics

• ORCID data contains personal details:

– ORCID iD

– Authentication tokens 

– Biographical information

– Others

• An organization may be granted access 

to more personal and private details as 

a “Trusted Party”  



HR modules’ characteristics

• Built and maintained using strict 

methods to provide both security and 

privacy

• Designed to store personal information

• A central part of the organization

• Integrated with many institutional 

systems (Research, Library, CMS 

etc…)



HR systems - The obvious place

Building ORCID integration from a core 

system stores the data in its “natural” 

place and will help disseminate it to local 

and remote systems 



Infrastructure

Some universities in Israel use Oracle ERP 

as a core system, including Oracle’s Human 

Resource Management System (HRMS)

Some universities in Israel use SAP as a core 

system, including SAP Human Capital 

Management (SAP HCM)



Oracle Integration - Architecture

Creating the interface directly from the HR:

Researchers’ records
Oracle Application 

Express (APEX)



Oracle Integration - Application

• The integration with ORCID is built as 

an integral part of the ERP, using 

Oracle Application Express (APEX): 

– Web-based software development 

environment that runs on an Oracle 

database

– Used for building scalable, secure 

enterprise apps 

– Installed by default



Oracle integration - Database

• All relevant data is stored using the 

Extra Information Types (EIT) of the 

Oracle: 

– Descriptive Flexfields (DFF)

• A flexfield is a flexible data field that the 

organization can customize to their business 

needs without programming.

– Added security



Oracle integration - Reporting

• Using the APEX framework



SAP Integration - Architecture

Creating an intermediate environment:

Dedicated environment 

(Application + Database)

Researchers’ recordsHuman Capital 

Management



SAP Integration - Processes

Process includes:

 Obtaining personal data from SAP

 This is not a direct interface with 

SAP, but files in a standard format 

sent via FTP to a directory on our 

server, for subsequent processing

 Building the interface application

 Storing data in a dedicated database

 Synchronization of changed data

 Using Webhooks to know when the 
ORCID record was changed. 



SAP Integration - Reporting

Using the dedicated database 

capabilities:



SAP Integration – Responsive screens

Edna-Adi Michan & Dalia Mendelson / Hebrew University of Jerusalem / CC BY-NC-ND



Questions?

Dror Berger

dror@iucc.ac.il

mailto:dror@iucc.ac.il

